
The comparison between China and Britain educational system 

Introduction 

Undoubtedly, education has vital role in brightening people’s mind and increase their knowledge 

and skill in some certain abilities and fields. Nowadays countries worldwide pay great attention 

to the role of education in their societies and educational institutions around the world attempt to 

improve their system to better train the mind of their students and bring up the way of thinking to 

make a better society (Darling-Hammond, 2017).   

The Britain and China are two countries with extensive educational history. They have many 

similarities and differences regarding their educational system. Both of these two countries have 

some strengths and weaknesses in each level of their educational system. Despite the great 

distinction between Britain and China regarding the idea and method of their educational system 

due to the differences in cultural, political and economic developments, but both of these two 

countries can improve the standard of their educational system by absorbing the merits of one 

another (Yi-yi and Miao, 2016). This study attempts a comparative overview of educational 

system between Britain and China which help to find a way to improve the educational system. 

The following sections overview the educational system in Britain and China according to 

educational levels. It describes the similarities and differences in educational system between 

china and Britain and explains their advantages and disadvantages. Later this study explains the 

comparisons between Britain and China in terms of teaching approaches, relationship between 

teachers and students, class management mods, social and political issue. 

 

 



In Britain generally, there are two types of primary and secondary schools which are the state 

schools and public schools. The state schools are more common in Britain. China also has public 

and private schools in each level of education. The compulsory education in China is for 9 years 

that each student has to complete it.  

Primary Education  

In Britain, children aged 3 to 4 years old can attend the nursery schools. However the pre-school 

is not prevalent in Britain and only 20% of the children in Britain begin to go to schools before 

the age of five. In the nursery schools, kids practice painting, dancing, arithmetic, stories and etc.   

The system of state primary school education in Britain is from the age of 5 to 11. The state 

primary school includes two sections, “the infants’ school” and “the junior school”. The infant 

school is from the age of 5 to 7 and the junior school is from the age 7 to 11. Pupils in infants’ 

school can choose what they want to study based on their interest. The academic year in Britain 

begins in September. There are three semesters in an academic year with Christmas and Easter 

holidays. In Britain, schools operate from Monday to Friday. Saturdays and Sundays are off 

days. The hours of study in schools is from 9:00 a.m. till 12:00 noon, and then from 2:00 p.m. to 

4:00 p.m. Pupils start Junior school at age 7 in which they study reading and writing, 

mathematics, science, arts, foreign languages, music, dancing, society and etc. Many schools 

also teach religious instructions in addition to other subjects. Primary schools in Britain are 

mostly maintained by government and the government is responsible for teachers’ salaries and 

schools’ expenses (Zhao, 2017).  

Unlike Britain, Pre-school is common in China. Most of the children at the age of 3 start their 

nursery school. Children in China attend primary school from age 7 to 12, but some families let 

their kids start the primary school at age 6.  The primary school is the first stage of the 



compulsory education in China. Similar to Britain, primary schools in china teach students 

writing and reading, mathematics, science, arts, music, society, foreign language and etc. Same 

as Britain, the academic year in China starts at September but there are two semesters in an 

academic year with winter and summer holidays. The teaching hours in schools, is from 8:00 am 

to 11.30 am and then from 1:30 pm to 3 pm. Similar to Britain, schools in China operate from 

Monday to Friday and Saturdays and Sundays are off days. Also the expenses of most of primary 

schools in china and teachers’ salaries are provided by the government (Yi-yi and Miao, 2016). 

The primary education in both Britain and China has some advantages and disadvantages. In 

Britain, pupils can select the things to study based on their interest but primary schools provides 

limited knowledge for each course and students learn simple things. While, in China primary 

schools teach more knowledge to their students but the years to graduate the primary school in 

China is longer than Britain (Yi-yi and Miao, 2016).  

Secondary Education 

There are two main types of secondary schools in Britain which are state secondary schools and 

independent secondary schools. There are three kinds of state secondary schools including 

grammar schools, comprehensive secondary schools and secondary modern schools. In the past, 

only students who graduated the primary school with high grade could attend grammar schools. 

Students with average grade normally could attend comprehensive schools and children with low 

grade could enroll in secondary modern schools. However, nowadays students can choose the 

type of the state secondary school that they wish to attend based on their preferences, regardless 

of their grade in their primary level. In secondary schools, students generally study mathematics, 

science, history, English and French or German for foreign language. State secondary schools in 

Britain are paid by Britain government .  



The independent secondary schools in Britain, moreover teaching the subjects taught in the state 

schools, also aim to shape their students’ characters and independency. These schools generate 

income mainly from endowments and fees paid by students’ parents. Students at secondary 

school level also can attend public boarding schools which is becoming a trend in Britain. As a 

matter of fact, nowadays, the popularity of independent schools and public boarding schools is 

increasing among families and students in Britain.  

In China, the secondary education has two stages, including the junior and the senior secondary 

school. Junior secondary school is another part of the compulsory education in China. Each 

junior secondary school has its own entrance exam. Students can choose the junior secondary 

school which they wish to attend but they have to pass the entrance exam set by that particular 

school. Similar to Britain, junior secondary schools in China teach their students reading, writing 

and subjects such as chemistry, physics, mathematics, history, politics, foreign languages, music 

and art. Students studying in secondary junior level have to pay only for their books and their 

studying materials. To graduate the junior secondary school, students have to pass the final 

exam. Students who wish to further continue their study more than compulsory education, have 

to pass the exam which is set for entering to senior secondary school.  

Mostly students who enroll in senior middle schools aim to continue their education in higher 

level. Therefore, they mostly study very hard at this level so they could register at the university 

or college that they wish to continue their higher education. Senior middle school takes three 

years and it is considered as the busiest years for Chines students. Senior middle schools teach 

their students subjects such as geography, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, history, 

politics, Chines and foreign language much deeper than previous educational level. Students who 

wish to continue their education in higher level have to take the national college-entrance exam, 



after graduating from senior secondary school. As a matter of fact, students in China face more 

difficulty and struggle in order to continue their education at higher level compare to students in 

Britain. This is may be partly due to China’s large population.  

Higher Education 

Britain has a long history of higher education. The university of Oxford and Cambridge in 

Britain which are the two top prestigious and reputed universities are among the oldest 

universities in the world. There are four main types of universities in Britain including old 

universities, Scottish universities, the middle-aged universities and the new universities. There 

are also other types of universities in Britain such as the Open University, polytechnics and 

colleges of higher education. University of Oxford and Cambridge are among the old 

universities. They had been the only two universities in Britain until the nineteenth century. Old 

universities use complete academic credit system to measure and assess students’ academic 

performance during their academic program. Universities in Britain choose the subjects offered 

in each major. Students have to participate in classes and study the subjects and pass the exams 

for each subject to graduate from the university (Becher, 1994; Yu and Moskal, 2019).  

Similar to Britain, there are different types of universities in china such as comprehensive 

universities, science universities, vocational universities, normal universities and various kinds 

of colleges. University of Qinghua and Peking University are among the top 100 universities in 

the world. Most universities in China use set-course system to evaluate the students. In set-

course system students can choose their specialization based on their grade. Therefore, in China, 

there are many specific fields of study under the same major and the subjects offered in each 

specialization is more specific and narrower rather than the subjects offered in British 



universities teaching more general knowledge about a field of study (Yi-yi and Miao, 2016; Yu 

and Moskal, 2019).  

Teaching approaches and relationship between teachers and students 

In China teachers are highly respected by society and students. Students in China are used to 

obey their teachers. Teachers may behave strictly in the class to let their student realize the 

competitive world and that they should do their best for the purpose of their study (Leung, 

1995). While in Britain teachers behave more friendly with their students. The relationship 

between teacher and student is more equal. Hence the teaching approach in Britain schools is 

friendly and teachers tend to motivate students to raise questions. According to Durkin (2004) 

the teaching approaches in Britain is based on the outline of social productive learning 

environment. In this kind of system teachers try to guide their students and behave more as a 

facilitator. They consider their students as their equal instead of behaving like a guru and have 

absolute authority over them. Hofstede (2012) also stated that social productive learning system 

attempts to develop students’ independence and thinking style. Therefore teaching approaches in 

Britain attempt not to only have students with good grade but also raise students’ determining 

thinking capability and liberality. Unlike Britain, in China teaching approaches encourage 

learning by repetition instead of independent cognition and thinking (Francis McGonigal, 2002). 

The teaching approach in China doesn’t make students to think and raise question and teachers 

mostly give the answers directly.  

Different Class Management Modes 

Class discipline  

Chines teachers prefer their student to be quiet and attentive in the class and they listen carefully 

to their teachers’ instructions. Chines students generally are obedient and quite. They take a lot 



of notes in the class regarding the lectures (Leung, 1995). However in Britain, teachers give 

somewhat more freedom to their students. British schools attempt to make a comfortable 

environment for their students. British schools motivate students to express their own ideas and 

thoughts in the class and making a good communication among teachers and students is very 

important. As a matter of fact British schools attempt to build the students’ personality (Jones, 

2016).  

Learning time 

Chines students normally devote nine hours in a day to their study at school. They also spend 

about five hours or more in a day on their assignments after school at home. Generally, teachers 

in China want their students to be at the class before seven O’clock in the morning and stay in 

school for minimum nine hours. Additionally, Chines schools only allow two break times for 

lunch time and rest. Educational system in China believes strict discipline and long hours in 

school result to better learning outcomes. While in Britain, students devote less time on study 

both in home and at school. British schools allow their students to have more out-of-class 

activities instead of studying only for the exams and they can spend more time on extra-

curricular book and gain more additional knowledge.  

Social and political issue 

An important social issue about educational system of in a country is diversity of students. There 

is wide range of diversity among students in Britiain due to large number of immigration to 

Britain. Education in Britain intends to prepare students to be useful members of society, develop 

equality and friendship regardless of their race and gain skills and knowledge to make them 

ready for their future social life and employment (Clark and Clark, 1993; Jones, 2016).  



In contrast, in China, there is less diversity and there is more integration among students but 

Chines students face more sense of competition and desperation in their education because they 

have to compete with large number of students to have higher level of education and have better 

employment so educational system in China is mostly about preparing hard working and 

professional people in their field to sort them to eventually select them for most appropriate 

positions (Gu et al., 2004).  

Conclusion  

There are some similarities and differences between China and Britain educational system. Both 

of them have their own advantages and disadvantages. They can use the merit from each other to 

improve their educational system. In Britain, the educational system is developed mostly based 

on social constructive environment where they care about developing independent thinking style 

and enabling students the ability to think and make questions and find the solution by themselve. 

Also British educational system attempt to develop students’ personality based on the value of 

Britain society that is equality and liberality. However British educational system is not as strict 

as Chines educational system in students’ grades and the breadth of the knowledge taught to 

students. In china students face more competition in gaining good grade rather than British 

students. Chines students are more obedient. Teachers in China, attempts to teach their students 

more in-depth knowledge but they don’t focus on raising the independent thinking style. 

In my opinion, it is vital for any educational system to work more on both approaches. This is 

because, it is essential for any society to raise individuals who can think independently and have 

liberal personality to make better society. On the other hand, it is important for any educational 

system to prepare professional individuals for their majors to develop their economy and 

industry of their country.  
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